7/1/21

Agenda

- What’s next - James taking over
  - Meeting times (Thursdays or move to Tuesdays)

- Ireland Release
  - Last minute bugs in Camera DS (fixed some config settings)
  - CoAP - still to be worked on Makefile and Dockerfile (Jim to get with Iain)
  - UI needed Docker image
  - Doc bug/change - all device services need secret store to store credentials
    (need to use the endpoint on the device service)
    - MQTT credentials, camera credentials (we don’t them ahead of time to use env vars) - there is a window to provision the correct credentials/tokens (see issue for this) 445 on edgex-docs
    - Secure message but credentials via env vars
    - When security is off, put something in insecure-secrets (configuration.toml)
    - Probably need to update the README on these two device services to indicate a read of docs is in order to proceed with these services

- Documentation
  - Jim on getting started, core/supporting service areas
  - Cloud on device service areas
  - Lenny on app services, cross cutting concerns, API reference
  - Goal is to try to cover the first 4 tabs well and then move into examples, etc.

- Jakarta scope
  - James/Cloud task to initially meet and talk about scope for Jakarta
  - Priority order and then is scope size right?

- Cancelling next week’s meeting to give everyone a week off